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The democratic uprisings and political transition processes unfolding across a number of Middle East countries raise many questions regarding regional peace and conflict. Many hope the recent uprisings will produce a precious window of opportunity for moving successfully towards a peaceful, two-state centred resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Is such a window of opportunity apparent or emerging? At the same time, there is considerable concern that regional developments could further complicate efforts to resolve the conflict. Speculations abound over the trajectories of key actors in the conflict, including Egyptians, Syrians, Israelis and Palestinians. Sources of confusion include uncertainty over an elite and popular reformulation of interests, tactics and objectives concerning the conflict, and doubts about the impact of domestic developments on regional power distribution. How can Europeans and Americans who are keen to help resolve the conflict make sense of this complex and evolving situation? Should the EU and US revise their basic approaches to the conflict? Is there now, more than ever, the need for strong European and American leadership and bold initiatives for Middle East peace? Or do regional changes suggest the decisiveness of bottom-up dynamics and the need for transatlantic humility?
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